IAB SA Online Audience Measurement
Partner: Invitation to Tender
The IAB SA Executive Board and the IAB SA Future of Measurement Committee invite
relevant industry members to tender for the role of the official IAB South Africa online
audience measurement partner. The chosen provider will furnish the IAB SA with web
and application measurement services to create a “single currency” which will be used as
a benchmark that all industry stakeholders can trust and reference.
This process was last run in 2017 resulting in a partnership with Narratiive which has
enabled the IAB SA to deliver ongoing measurement services to its members. While this
is not a new project, the new tender process provides the opportunity for review of
capabilities and methodologies at a point where digital media measurement is
undergoing considerable change.
To keep abreast of, and cater to, a platform influenced by rapid advances in technology,
increased fragmentation, and ever-shifting consumer behaviour, it is crucial that the
digital advertising and marketing industry has access to concrete, accurate data to
understand the digital audience landscape and inform decision-making around
advertising spend.
“Definitive, consistent measurement is essential for the success of our local digital media

ecosystem. That said, the rapidly-changing nature of consumer behaviour, coupled with
continuous technological advancements make achieving a clear and concise
measurement framework challenging. The chosen measurement partner will therefore
play a critical role in cutting through the noise, and guide both the IAB SA Future of
Measurement Committee and industry at large with metrics and benchmarks that
empower all role players to make informed decisions,” Imraan Rajab, IAB Future of
Measurement Committee lead and General Manager: Media at MTN Group.

The measurement tender RFI process will run its course over the next four to six weeks,

culminating in a review by the Future of Measurement Committee and an advisory board
that will inform the selection of the successful measurement partner short list for the RFP
portion of the tender.
“Demystifying the many measurement capabilities of the digital landscape is the first step

in enabling the industry to make informed decisions. Publishers, especially, require a
“source of truth” via clearly defined measurement metrics if they are to successfully cater
to shifting consumer demand and ultimately drive profit. The IAB SA looks forward to
partnering with our measurement partner to further assist and empower the digital
marketing and advertising industries across all segments,” adds IAB SA Vice-Chair:
Claire Cobbledick, GM of Gumtree.

The IAB SA invites any interested parties to respond to the request for information so
that they may be considered as part of the tender process. All relevant documentation
regarding the tender can be found here.

VIEW THE TENDER
DOCUMENT HERE

REGISTER FOR THE RFI
PARTICIPANT WORKSHOP HERE

Vendors are requested to complete the RFI and submit their response to
measurementRFI@iabsa.net in accordance with the tender timeline.
All questions and/or queries are to be directed to the IAB SA in writing, via email to:
measurementRFI@iabsa.net - no telephonic enquiries will be responded to.
All information provided to IAB SA will be regarded as confidential.

________________________________________________________________________
About the IAB South Africa:
The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) South Africa empowers the media and marketing industries to
thrive in the digital economy. Its membership is comprised of more than 150 leading media companies,
brands, and the technology firms responsible for enabling excellence in digital marketing focusing on
identifying and targeting audiences, delivering and optimising campaigns to these audiences and the
innovation and selling of such activities. The non-profit, non-government, trade group fields critical
research on interactive advertising, while also educating brands, agencies, publishers. and the wider
business community on the importance of digital marketing.
The IAB Global Network brings together 45 national IABs and three regional IABs to share challenges,
develop global solutions and advance the digital advertising industry worldwide. IABs are located in
North America, South America, Africa, Asia, Asia Pacific and Europe. Each association is independently
owned and operated, functioning under bylaws consonant with local market needs.
For more information on the IAB click here.
To subscribe to our IAB SA emailers, events and monthly newsletter click here.
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